
 

COLIN POWELL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL AND FLEX ACADEMIES

FALL AFTER SCHOOL
ACTIVITIES PROGRAM

FALL SESSION: SEP 23 - NOV 18

Breakfast for Dinner (Grades: K - 6)

Turn your favorite breakfast dishes into the main event as dinner options. How about a
cheddar-chive frittata with fresh salsa? Or Brunch pasta with bacon and eggs? Maybe you’d
prefer a more traditional French toast, dressed up with bananas and blueberries? Any way
you slice it your little chef will love tucking into these comforting breakfast classics.

Vendor Start Date End Date Days Sessions Grades/Ages Start Time End Time Fee

Lego® Robotics Space Explorers (Grades: K - 3)

Blast off on an adventure to outer space! Have fun building and coding robots and machines
that explore and investigate Outer Space! Create a satellite to send into the atmosphere!
Build a rover ready for the moon! Design your very own space alien! Use Bluetooth
technology to create and control their projects, understand simple machines, importance of
sensors and cause and effect. Build robots, machines and learn to replace mechanical energy
with motorized energy. Some motorized machines use sensors and computer to control
Lego® model behavior using various drag and drop programming functions.

Vendor Start Date End Date Days Sessions Grades/Ages Start Time End Time Fee

Tiny Chefs 9/24/2019 11/19/2019 T 8 Grades: K - 6 4:15 PM 5:15 PM $259.00

Little Einstein
Explorers 9/24/2019 11/19/2019 T 8 Grades: K - 3 4:15 PM 5:15 PM $189.00
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Tennis 1-2-3 (Grades: K - 6)

Topnotch Tennis' Tennis 1-2-3 enrichment programs make tennis a convenient option by
bringing our program to the places your children already spend their time: schools,
community centers, parks & recreation facilities, childcare centers and more.  Our curriculum
was developed to emphasize a healthy balance of convenient learning and fun!   Classes are
conducted before or after school and our station-based format keeps students engaged and
active as they learn. Our curriculum helps with the transition of students going from their
schools to programs on the tennis court and match play. We promote tennis as a vehicle
for teaching educational concepts and life lessons such as: sportsmanship, positive attitude,
respect, work ethic, honesty, and perseverance. More Than Tennis! T - Teamwork: through
instructional drills, team competitions and fun games E - Encouragement: in a positive, fun,
and safe learning environment  N - Newcomer: geared toward beginner and advanced
beginners N - Nice: fun and positive coaches I - Integrity: be honest and respectful both on
and off the court S - Sportsmanship: play with respect and win with grace 1 - Tennis
Skills:  proper swing fundamentals and proper grips for the following strokes, forehand,
backhand, volleys, overhead, and the serve 2 - Athletic Skills: hand-eye coordination,
throwing, catching, balance, footwork, agility, running, flexibility, reflexes, speed, and
mobility 3 - Life Skills: sportsmanship, shaking hands, honesty, positive attitude, respect,
teamwork, and communication

Vendor Start Date End Date Days Sessions Grades/Ages Start Time End Time Fee

Artistic Drawing (Grades: K - 6)

Encourage your child’s enthusiasm for art and help develop his or her drawing skills with a
Young Rembrandts drawing class. Young Rembrandts™ Drawing curriculum uses a
structured stepwise format to teach elementary students useful drawing skills, while
developing creative thinking strategies. Students deconstruct complex objects into familiar
shapes; then use problem-solving and imagination to make their own works of art.
Innovative reasoning skills are developed through creativity, collaborative communication,
and critical thinking. A variety of engaging images challenge students with realistic, abstract
and graphic art styles. Our Artistic Drawing curriculum develops academically relevant skills,
including spatial-motor planning, mental discipline and fine motor skills, while providing a
fun, enriching experience for our students. New lesson every week with six-year curriculum!
Students never see a repeat lesson while enrolled from kindergarten to 6th grade.

Vendor Start Date End Date Days Sessions Grades/Ages Start Time End Time Fee

TopNotch
Tennis 9/24/2019 11/19/2019 T 8 Grades: K - 6 4:15 PM 5:15 PM $182.00

Young
Rembrandts -
Loudon and

Fairfax Counties

9/25/2019 11/13/2019 W 8 Grades: K - 6 4:15 PM 5:15 PM $184.00
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Fencing for Young Jedi. (Grades: K - 6)

Fencing for Young Jedi classes are conducted in the discipline of epee. We use standard
fencing gear currently approved by and meets all safety requirements of US Fencing
Organization. Although we use actual fencing foils to conduct our classes - foils are lighter,
more flexible, and are easier for younger kids to handle - we teach the foundational skills in
epee. Classes focus on introduction and reinforcements of the fundamentals of fencing
including footwork, handwork, strategy and rules of fencing. Students will learn and
reinforce various fencing movements and actions and will learn new actions and
combinations. These one hour classes include group exercises as well as drills in pairs and
bouting. Skills are reinforced with age-appropriate games and activities that build
conditioning, speed and endurance while emphasizing critical thinking and quick decision-
making. At the end of the session a tournament will be held at Nova Fencing Club using
electric fencing equipment, followed by Glow-in-the-Dark fencing. Fencing for Young Jedi
is appropriate for both beginning and continuing fencers.

Vendor Start Date End Date Days Sessions Grades/Ages Start Time End Time Fee

Mandarin Language Classes (Grades: K - 5)

Children will learn Mandarin language, the culture and traditions of the particular countries
where that language is spoken. Our instruction varies depending on the children’s ages and
levels and includes games, songs, poems, crafts and other hands-on activities that will help
to solidify their learning. Class sizes are small and taught by Mandarin native speakers who
are not only experienced teachers of the language and culture, but also engaging, fun and
motivating. Students’ diverse learning modalities are addressed through the following:
Conversation, Music, Flashcards, Games, Video, Art, Storybooks, and Worksheets. Instructors
use every moment as an opportunity to motivate students to use and practice their
speaking skills. During each program we introduce two themes and a series of games and
activities that develop the skills needed to learn a second language in a consistent and
sequential manner. The themes introduced, such as animals, food, verbs, nature etc., depend
on the level of the students. Every time a new theme is introduced, a Parent Guide will be
sent home with every child (via backpack or email). This Parent Guide includes vocabulary,
grammar and ideas to use at home with your child in order to solidify what they are learning
in class.

Vendor Start Date End Date Days Sessions Grades/Ages Start Time End Time Fee

Nova Fencing
Club 9/25/2019 11/13/2019 W 8 Grades: K - 6 4:15 PM 5:15 PM $189.00

International
School of

Languages
9/25/2019 11/13/2019 W 8 Grades: K - 5 4:15 PM 5:15 PM $202.00
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Coder Kids Build: Scratch Coding (Grades: K - 6)

Scratch, the MIT Media Lab project, lays the foundation for exploratory learning in computer
science. Our customized curriculum expands on the Scratch platform to engage Coder Kids
in coding activities that reflect their unique interests. Coder Kids learn foundational
programming concepts including variables, conditionals, control statements and events
through the completion of their individual projects. These include creating a dance party,
writing a story, creating user quizzes and making their own video games. Topics:
Introduction to coding. Making blocks move with code Creating and modifying sprites.
Variables and operations Using control statements to manipulate Scratch scenes. Variables
and conditionals Using Scratch to solve math problems. Using data in programs Creating
programs that require user interaction Debugging strategies and test procedures Project
Every Coder Kids course is built to meet and exceed the Computer Science Teachers
Association (CSTA) Computer Science Standards. In Scratch Coding, the standards that
Coder Kids achieve include: Construct programs in order to solve a problem or for creative
expression, that include sequencing, events, loops, conditionals, parallelism, and variables,
using a block-based visual programming language or text-based language, both
independently and collaboratively. Analyze and debug an algorithm that includes
sequencing and simple loops, with or without a computing device. Use mathematical
operations to change a value stored in a variable. Decompose (break down) a larger
problem into smaller sub-problems, independently or in a collaborative group.

Vendor Start Date End Date Days Sessions Grades/Ages Start Time End Time Fee

Hip Hop (Grades: K - 5)

Hip Hop Dance class is for kids in grades K-5. This is a high energy, exciting dance class
specifically designed for children. Classes are set up with kid friendly hip hop music,
movements, and routines. Hip Hop Dance is a great fit for children and it creates an
environment of excitement around being healthy and active! Instructors are certified Zumba
Kids instructors through Zumba International, which certifies them to teach 4-12 year old
children, or they are experienced Hip Hop/Dance instructors. All instructors receive further
training through NOVA Kids in Motion lead dance instructors.

Vendor Start Date End Date Days Sessions Grades/Ages Start Time End Time Fee

Coder Kids 9/26/2019 11/14/2019 Th 8 Grades: K - 6 4:15 PM 5:15 PM $241.00

NOVA Kids in
Motion 9/26/2019 11/14/2019 Th 8 Grades: K - 5 4:15 PM 5:15 PM $153.00
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Pokémon League (Grades: 1 - 5)

Calling all Pokemon Trainers! Join the journey from Pallet Town to Cinnabar Island! Catch
your Pokemon, Train them and do battle at the gyms along the way. Each class will move to
a new town where you will learn new games, compete at the local gym and win fun prizes.
Pokemon League teaches unique Pokemon themed games with cards and even mini-figures.
Students will develop critical thinking skills, good sportsmanship and how to care for their
card collections while having fun in the Pokemon Universe!

Vendor Start Date End Date Days Sessions Grades/Ages Start Time End Time Fee

KidRealm 9/26/2019 11/14/2019 Th 8 Grades: 1 - 5 4:15 PM 5:15 PM $169.00
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